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Di�erential Hopf Algebra Structures on the UniversalEnveloping Algebra of a Lie AlgebraN. van den HijligenbergCWIP.O. Box 94079, 1090 GB Amsterdam, The Netherlandsnico@cwi.nlR. MartiniUniversity of TwenteP.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlandsmartini@math.utwente.nlAbstractWe discuss a method to construct a De Rham complex (di�erential algebra) of Poincar�e-Birkho�-Witt-type on the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra g. We determine thecases in which this gives rise to a di�erential Hopf algebra that naturally extends the Hopfalgebra structure of U(g). The construction of such di�erential structures is interpreted interms of colour Lie superalgebras.AMS Subject Classi�cation (1991): 16S30, 16W30, 17B35, 17B37, 81R50.Keywords & Phrases: Universal enveloping algebras, Lie algebras, Hopf algebras, Quantumtheory, Colour Lie superalgebras, non-commutative geometry.Note: The �rst author is supported by NWO, Grant N. 611-307-100.1 IntroductionRecently non-commutative di�erential geometry has attracted considerable interest, bothmathematically and as a framework for certain models in theoretical physics. In particu-lar there is much activity in di�erential geometry on quantum groups. A non-commutativedi�erential calculus on quantum groups has been developed by Woronowicz [1] following gen-eral ideas of Connes [2]. This general theory has been reformulated by Wess and Zumino [3] ina less abstract way. Their approach may be more suitable for speci�c applications in physics.A large number of papers have been written since and a few other methods to construct anon-commutative di�erential geometry on a quantum group or to de�ne a di�erential geomet-ric structure (a De Rham complex) on a given non-commutative algebra have been proposedand discussed by several authors (e.g. [4], [5] and [6]).In this paper we present a di�erential calculus on the enveloping algebra of a given Liealgebra. This di�erential structure turns out to be a di�erential Hopf algebra, which can beinterpreted in a very interesting way in terms of colour Lie superalgebras. The commutativecase has been studied previously (see e.g. [7]). Notice that our approach is di�erent from thestandard methods to construct non-commutative di�erential structures on Hopf algebras andquantum groups in the sence that our starting point is not the algebra of functions on the(quantum) group but its dual the (quantized) universal enveloping algebra.In the classical limit a quantized universal enveloping algebra de�nes a co-Poisson-Hopfalgebra structure on the universal enveloping algebra (see [8]). Further research is in progressconcerning the compatibility between the di�erential calculus and the Poisson co-bracket inorder to de�ne a di�erential Hopf algebra structure on the quantized universal envelopingalgebra. 1



22 A De Rham complex on U (g)Let A be an associative algebra over the �eld of complex numbers. A di�erential algebra onA (or a De Rham complex on A, see [4]) is an N-graded associative algebra 
 equipped witha linear operator d that has the following properties:1. d is homogeneous of degree 1, i.e. d(
p) � 
p+1 for all p 2 N.2. d is a di�erential, i.e. d2 = d � d = 0.3. d is a graded derivation (of degree 1), i.e.d(ab) = d(a)b+ (�1)pad(b) a 2 
p; b 2 
:(2.1)Furthermore, the algebra 
 has to be generated by 
0 [ d(
0) where 
0 is isomorphic to A.For A we take the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra and discuss the constructionof De Rham complexes on such an algebra.Let g be a �nite dimensional Lie algebra over C with basis fx1; x2; : : : ; xng and correspond-ing structure constants Cijk which are de�ned by the property [xi; xj] = Cijk xk. Throughoutthis article we will make use of the Einstein summation convention. The universal envelop-ing algebra of g, which we denote by U(g), can be viewed as the quotient algebra of thefree associative algebra on the alphabet fx1; x2; : : : ; xng modulo the ideal generated by therelations xixj � xjxi = Cijk xk:(2.2)From the Poincar�e-Birkho�-Witt Theorem we know that the monomials xi1xi2 : : : xip withp � 0 and i1 � i2 � : : : � ip form a basis of U(g). The main idea behind the construction of
 on U(g) is that we demand 
 to be of PBW-type, by this we mean that the monomialsdxj1dxj2 : : : dxjqxi1xi2 : : : xip with j1 < j2 < : : : < jq; i1 � i2 � : : : � ip p; q � 0(2.3)are a basis of the associative algebra 
. From here on we will write yj to denote the elementdxj = d(xj) in 
1.In order to construct 
 we have to impose certain commutation relations between theelements xi and yj . On account of the homogeneity and the PBW-property we imposerelations of the form xiyj = yk(�ijlkxl +Aijk )(2.4)where both �ijlk and Aijk are arbitrary complex numbers. Since we want to obtain an idealwhich is invariant under the action of the di�erential, we adjoin the following commutationrelations for the elements yi and yj: yiyj = ��ijlkykyl:(2.5)This is simply the consequence of applying d to the relations (2.4). We de�ne 
 to bethe quotient algebra of the free associative algebra on the alphabet fx1; x2; ::; xn; y1; y2; ::; yngmodulo the ideal J which is generated by the relations (2.2),(2.4) and (2.5). The N-grading of
 is induced by giving the elements xi degree 0 and the elements yj degree 1. The di�erentiald is de�ned by d(xi) = yi, d(yi) = 0 and the derivation property (2.1).The coe�cients �ijlk and Aijk should satisfy a number of conditions in order that 
 has theabove mentioned properties of a De Rham complex on U(g). The �rst condition arises fromd(J) � J , i.e. the d-invariance of the ideal J . By applying d to (2.2) we obtainyixj + xiyj � yjxi � xjyi = Cijk ykwhich, on account of the relations (2.4), can be written asyixj + yk(�ijlkxl +Aijk )� yjxi � yk(�jilkxl + Ajik ) = Cijk yk :The PBW-property of 
 implies thatAijk � Ajik = Cijk and yixj � yjxi + (�ijlk ��jilk)ykxl = 0:We can write this in the following compact form(I � P )A = C and I � P +�P � P�P = (I � P )(I +�P ) = 0:(2.6)



3In these equations we consider A and C as n2�n and �, I and P as n2�n2 matrices over C ,the product is just the ordinary matrix multiplication. The permutation matrix P is de�nedby P ijkl = �il�jk where � denotes the kronecker delta. Since the relations (2.5) have been foundby applying d to the relations (2.4) and since d2 = 0, there are no further conditions arisingfrom the d-invariance.The PBW-property yields a number of compatibility conditions which are closely relatedto the well known Diamond Lemma (see e.g. [9]). The ordering is a lexicogra�c total degreeordering with yi < yj < xk < xl for all i < j and k < l. According to this the monomialsof the form (2.3) are precisely the irreducible monomials. The compatibility conditions arisefrom rewriting terms of the form xixjxk; xixjyk ; xiyjyk and yiyjyk. Evidently rewriting theterms xixjxk does not lead to any conditions since it simply boils down to the proof of thePoincar�e-Birkho�-Witt Theorem. We can rewrite xixjyk asxixjyk = xi(yl(�jkpl xp +Ajkl )) = ym(�ilnmxn +Ailm)(�jkpl xp + Ajkl )but also asxixjyk = (xjxi +Cijl xl)yk = xjym(�iknmxn +Aikm) +Cijl yp(�lkmpxm +Alkp )= yp(�jmlp xl +Ajmp )(�iknmxn +Aikm) +Cijl yp(�lkmpxm +Alkp ):Due to the PWB-property of 
 the linear part of the expressions should coincide, yieldingAjkl Ailm = Aikp Ajpm + Cijl AlkmWe introduce matrices Ai by (Ai)jk = Aijk . Thus, the equation above can be written asAjAi � AiAj = Cijl Al:(2.7)The rest of the expressions give rise to the equationymxn(Ajkl �ilnm +�jknlAilm � Aikp �jpnm ��iknpAjpm �Cijl �lknm)+ymxnxp(�jkpl�ilnm ��ikpl�jlnm) = 0:By making use of the following equalityxnxp = 12(xnxp + xnxp) = 12(xnxp + xpxn +Cnpl xl)the PBW-basis gives rise to two consistency conditions. The highest order part yields�jkpl�ilnm ��ikpl�jlnm +�jknl�ilpm ��iknl�jlpm = 0which can shortly be written as [�in;�jp] = [�jn;�ip](2.8)where the matrices �ij are de�ned by (�ij)kl = �ikjl . Similarly the second order part coe�cientsgive the condition2([Aj;�in] + [�jn;Ai]� Cijl �ln) + (�jp�iq ��ip�jq)Cpqn = 0:(2.9)We apply the same method to handle terms like xiyjyk. We obtainxiyjyk = ym(�ijlmxl + Aijm)yk = �ijlmymyp(�lkqpxq +Alkp ) +Aijmymyk= �ijlm�lkqpymypxq + (�ijlmAlkp � Aijl �lkpm)ymypand on the other hand we can writexiyjyk = (�jklmAimp �plts ��jklm�imps Aplt )ysyt ��jklm�imqp �qltsypysxt:We remark that the relations (2.5) can be rewritten in the form(I + S)ijklykyl = 0



4where S is a matrix with the property S2 = I. On account of the PBW-property of 
 weobtain the conditions(�ijlp�lkts + Sjkml�imqp �qlts)ypysxt = 0 and (I + S)jkml(�imsp Aslq � Aims �slqp)ypyq = 0:Due to the fact that 12 (I + S) is a projection the preceding equations are equivalent to(I + S)jkml�imqp �qlts(I � S)psuv = 0(I + S)jkml(�imsp Aslq �Aims �slqp)(I � S)pquv = 0:(2.10)The �rst condition can be written in the following elegant form(I + S)12�31�32(I � S)12 = 0:(2.11)The subscripts denote the positions used to embed the n2 � n2-matrices into the n3 � n3-matrices, e.g. (�12)ijkpqr = �ijpq�kr . The consistency condition arising from rewriting the termsyiyjyk is ((I + S)12�31�32)ijkpqrypyqyr = 0:This is evidently satis�ed if (2.11) holds, so this gives no further conditions for the coe�cients.The conclusion is that the set of conditions (2.6),(2.7),(2.8),(2.9) and (2.10) is su�cientto de�ne a De Rham complex 
 on U(g) with the PBW-property. In the next section weinvestigate the possibility to de�ne a di�erential Hopf algebra on U(g).3 A di�erential Hopf algebra on U (g)It is well known that the universal enveloping of a Lie algebra g has a natural Hopf algebrastructure (see e.g. [10]), its comultiplication � : U(g) ! U(g) 
 U(g) is de�ned by �(x) =1 
 x + x 
 1, its counit � : U(g) ! C by �(x) = 0 for all x in g. They both are algebramorphisms. The antipode S : U(g) ! U(g) is the unique antialgebra morphism satisfyingS(x) = �x. In the preceding section we discussed the construction of a di�erential algebra onU(g), which essentially is an algebra extension of U(g) equipped with a di�erential operatord. In this section we discuss the possibility of extending �, � and S from U(g) to 
 in sucha way that 
 becomes a di�erential Hopf algebra.Let us �rst recall the notion of a di�erential bialgebra, for a complete description we referto [4]. A di�erential bialgebra is a di�erential algebra 
 equipped with a comultiplication� and a counit � that are di�erential algebra morphisms. Note that a di�erential algebramorphism ' : 
! 
0 simply is an algebra morphism of degree zero that commutes with thedi�erentials, i.e. ' � d = d0 � '.In order to write down explicitly the conditions for � and � we need to explain thedi�erential algebra structures of 

 
 and C . The N-grading of 


 is de�ned by(


)p = M0�q�p
q 
 
p�q(3.1)and its multiplication �
 : 



 

 
! 

 
 by�
 = (�
 �) � �23(3.2)where � denotes the multiplication of 
. The linear map �23 denotes the graded ip � :


! 

 
, which is de�ned by�(a
 b) = (�1)pqb
 a a 2 
p; b 2 
q;(3.3)applied to the second and third component of the tensor product. The di�erential d
 of 


is given by d
 = d
 id + � 
 d where � : 
 ! 
 is the linear map of degree zero satisfying�(a) = (�1)pa for all a 2 
p. Written out explicitly this givesd
(a
 b) = d(a)
 b+ (�1)pa
 d(b) a 2 
p; b 2 
:(3.4)Henceforth, the condition that � should be a di�erential algebra morphism means that � isan algebra morphism with the propertyd
 �� = (d
 id+ � 
 d) �� = � � d:(3.5)



5Note that this is the analogue of the derivation property (2.1) which can be written as d�� =� � d
. We consider C to be a di�erential algebra with C 0 = C and C p = 0 for all p > 0.Hence, � is a di�erential algebra morphism if and only if it is an algebra morphism satisfying� � d = 0.Since 
 is generated by 
0 [ d(
0), it su�ces to de�ne the actions of � and � onfx1; x2; : : : ; xn; y1; y2; : : : ; yng. Naturally the actions on elements xi coincide with the pre-viously described actions on U(g). The above mentioned conditions for � and � uniquelydetermine the actions on the elements yj :�(yi) = � � d(xi) = d
 ��(xi) = d
(xi 
 1 + 1
 xi) = yi 
 1 + 1
 yi(3.6) �(yi) = � � d(xi) = 0:(3.7)Here we have used that d(1) = 0 which is a direct consequence of the derivation property ofd. In order for � and � to be well de�ned, the ideal J needs to be a (two-sided) coideal i.e.�(J) = 0 and �(J) � 

 J + J 
 
. The �rst condition is clearly satis�ed. To verify thesecond we apply � to the relations (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5). Naturally the relations (2.2) do notgive rise to any conditions for the coe�cients �ijlk and Aijk . The relations (2.4) yield�(xiyj ��ijlkyk(xl +Aijk )) = �(xi)�(yj)��ijlk�(yk)(�(xl) + Aijk 1
 1) =1
xiyj+xi
yj+yj
xi+xiyj
1��ijlk(1
ykxl+xl
yk+yk
xl+ykxl
1+Aijk (1
yk+yk
1))= xi 
 yj + yj 
 xi ��ijlk(yk 
 xl + xl 
 yk) mod (

 J + J 

):Again, on account of the PBW-property of 
 we obtainxi 
 yj = �ijlkxl 
 yk and yj 
 xi = �ijlkyk 
 xl(3.8)which evidently implies � = I. Similarly we �nd�(yiyj +�ijlkykyl) =yi 
 yj � yj 
 yi +�ijlk(yk 
 yl � yl 
 yk) mod (J 
 
+

 J)which boils down to the condition (I��)(I�P ) = 0. Therefore, the conclusion is that 
 canonly be a di�erential bialgebra on U(g) if � = I. In that case the conditions (2.6),(2.7),(2.8)and (2.9) reduce to (I � P )A = C and [Aj; Ai] = Cijl Al(3.9)due to the fact that P 2 = I and S2 = I. The commutation relations (2.4) and (2.5) take thefollowing form: xiyj = yjxi + Aijk yk and yiyj = �yjyi:(3.10)We remark that we did not check the coassociativity of �, i.e. (�
 id) �� = (id
�) ��.This is a direct consequence of the coassociativity of � on U(g) = 
0 since(�
 id) �� � d(
0) = (�
 id) � d
 ��(
0) = (d
 
 id+ � 
 � � d) � (�
 id) ��(
0) =(d
 id
 id+ � 
 d
) � (id
�) ��(
0) = (id
�) � d
 ��(
0) = (id
�) �� � d(
0):By a similar reasoning one can show that the counit property of � on 
 is induced by thesame property of � on U(g).The next step is to consider a di�erential Hopf algebra structure on 
. We recall that 
 isa di�erential Hopf algebra (see [4]) if it is a di�erential bialgebra which possesses an antipodeS. An antipode S is an element of End(
) satisfying S ? id = id ? S = � � �, where ? denotesthe convolution product on End(
) (see [10]) de�ned byf ? g = � � (f 
 g) �� f; g 2 End(
):(3.11)By � : C ! 
 we denote the unit element of 
, i.e. �(1) = 1. Since � � � is the unit element inEnd(
) with respect to the convolution product, one can describe the antipode as the uniqueinverse of the identity. An important property of the antipode is that it is an antialgebramorphism, this means that S � � � � = (S 
 S) � � and S � � = � (or equivalenty S(1) = 1).



6We try to extend the antipode of U(g) = 
0 to 
. In order to do that we make thefollowing observation. Suppose that f and g are homogeneous endomorphisms on 
 of degreezero which commute with the di�erential operator d. Then the properties d
 �� = � �d and� � d
 = d � � imply thatd � (f ? g) = d � � � (f 
 g) �� = � � d
 � (f 
 g) ��= � � (d
 id+ � 
 d) � (f 
 g) �� = � � (f 
 g) � (d
 id+ � 
 d) ��= � � (f 
 g) � d
 �� = � � (f 
 g) �� � d = (f ? g) � d:Hence, the convolution product f ?g also commutes with d. By inductive use of this argumentwe can conclude that d commutes with fn = f ? f ? : : : ? f for all positive values of n if f is ahomogeneous endomorphism of degree zero satisfying d � f = f � d. For f we can choose theidentity. This makes it plausible that d commutes with id�1 = S. So, we extend the antipodeby demanding d � S = S � d. In particular, this yieldsS(yi) = S � d(xi) = d � S(xi) = �d(xi) = �yi:(3.12)For S to be a well de�ned antialgebra morphism on 
, it must leave the ideal J invariant(S(J) � J). To verify this condition, it su�ces to apply S to the relations (3.10). We willonly write out the �rst, the second can be handled similarly.S(xiyj � yjxi �Aijk yk) = S(yj)S(xi)� S(xi)S(yj)� Aijk S(yk)= yjxi � xiyj + Aijk yk = �(xiyj � yjxi � Aijk yk) 2 J:In order to check that S is indeed an antipode, we can con�ne ourselves to verifying thede�ning property of S for a set of generators of 
. Since S is the extension of the antipodeof U(g), we only need to compute(S ? id)(yi) = � � (S 
 id)(1
 yi + yi 
 1) = 1:yi � yi:1 = 0 = � � �(yi):So, at the end of this section we come to the following conclusion. In order to obtain adi�erential Hopf algebra 
 on U(g) it is necessary that the matrix � in (2.4) and (2.5) equalsthe identity matrix I. In that case necessary and su�cient conditions for the coe�cients Aijkare given by (3.9) and the corresponding Hopf algebraic extension is described by (3.6), (3.7)and (3.12).4 A Lie algebraic interpretationThe comultiplication of the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra is cocommutative.We can easily verify that the cocommutativity of � on 
0 gives rise to graded cocommutativityfor the extension of � to 
:� �� � d(
0) = � � d
 ��(
0) = d
 � � ��(
0) = d
 ��(
0) = � � d(
0)or more explicitly� ��(yi) = �(1
 yi + yi 
 1) = yi 
 1 + 1
 yi = �(yi):We call the property � �� = � graded cocommutativity because � denotes the graded ip.It is well known (see e.g. [11]) that a cocommutative Hopf algebra H, which has a com-patible �ltering, is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra corresponding to the universal envelopingalgebra of the Lie algebra of primitive elements of H. Note that the set of primitive elementsof H is de�ned by P (H) = fx 2 H j �(x) = 1
 x+ x
 1g(4.1)which has the structure of a Lie algebra with the commutator [x;y] = xy�yx. By a compatible�ltering we mean an increasing family of subspaces (Fp)p2Nof H satisfying�(Fp 
 Fq) � Fp+q �(Fp) � X0�q�pFq 
 Fp�q [p2NFp = H:(4.2)



7With respect to the graded cocommutative Hopf algebra 
 we remark that Fp = �0�q�p
qde�nes a compatible �ltering. Due to the graded cocommutativity, P (
) does not have thestructure of an ordinary Lie algebra. Instead of the usual commutator we de�ne a \colour"commutator on 
 by [x; y] = xy � (�1)pqyx for x 2 
p and y 2 
q. The set P (
) is closedunder this bracket since�([x;y]) = �(xy � (�1)pqyx) = �(x)�(y)� (�1)pq�(y)�(x) =(1
 x+ x
 1)(1
 y + y 
 1)� (�1)pq(1
 y+ y 
 1)(1
 x+ x
 1) =1
 xy+ x
 y + (�1)pqy 
 x+ xy
 1� (�1)pq(1
 yx+ y 
 x+ (�1)pqx
 y+ yx
 1)= 1
 (xy� (�1)pqyx) + (xy � (�1)pqyx)
 1 = 1
 [x;y] + [x; y]
 1for all x 2 P (
)p and y 2 P (
)q. Note that the N-grading of 
 induces an N-grading onP (
) since � is homogeneous of degree zero. By this argument we have derived that P (
)is a colour Lie superalgebra. For the de�nition of a colour Lie superalgebra we refer to [12].The corresponding 2-cocycle � is given by� : N�N! C � �(p; q) = (�1)pq:(4.3)Since �(q; q) = (�1)q2 = (�1)q, the elements of P (
)q are even (odd) if and only if q is even(odd). As in the case of ordinary Lie algebras, one can de�ne the universal enveloping algebraof a colour Lie superalgebra and a corresponding Hopf algebraic structure on it. Analogousto the above mentioned result of [11], the Hopf algebra 
 is isomorphic to the Hopf algebraU(P (
)).The question is what P (
) explicitly looks like. The set of primitive elements of 
 certainlycontains the linear span of fx1; x2; ::; xn; y1; y2; ::; yng (see (3.6)) which we will denote by L.We consider L as the N-graded vector space L =Lp2NLp withL0 = hxii1�i�n L1 = hyii1�i�n Lp = 0 (p � 2):According to the relations (2.2) and (3.10) we have[xi; xj] = Cijk xk; [xi; yj] = Aijk yk and [yi; yj ] = 0(4.4)so L is a colour Lie supersubalgebra in P (
). Since the elements of L0 are even and theelements of L1 are odd, a basis of U(L) can be given by (see e.g. [12])yj1yj2 : : : yjqxi1xi2 : : : xip with j1 < j2 < : : : < jq; i1 � i2 � : : : � ip and p; q � 0:A comparison of this basis with the described basis of 
 (see (2.3)), proves that the Hopfalgebra 
 is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra U(L). Hence, P (
) = L.The preceding reasoning enables us to interprete the construction of a di�erential Hopfalgebra on the universal enveloping of a Lie algebra g in terms of a colour Lie superalgebraicextension of g. The problem to be solved can be reformulated as follows. Given is a Liealgebra g with basis fx1; x2; : : : ; xng. Let L be the N-graded vector space given by L0 = g,L1 = hyii1�i�n and Lp = 0 for all p � 2. De�ne a bilinear operation [ ; ] on L of degree zeroextending the commutator of g in such a way that [xi; yj ] = Aijk yk. This bracket expressesthe commutation relations (3.10). The conditions (3.9) for the coe�cients Aijk are equivalentto demanding that L equipped with this commutator becomes a colour Lie superalgebra with2-cocyle � given by (4.3), satisfying the additional property that the linear map d de�nedby d(xi) = yi and d(yi) = 0 is a graded derivation of degree 1 on L. The correspondingdi�erential Hopf algebra on U(g) is then given by the Hopf algebra U(L) equipped with theunique extension of the derivation d from L to U(L).5 Concluding RemarksWe have presented a framework to construct a De Rham complex on the universal envelopingalgebra of a Lie algebra g. The fundamental property of the di�erential algebra is that itpossesses a so-called PBW-basis. We have proven that the di�erential algebra can be givena Hopf algebra structure extending the natural Hopf algebra U(g). In our presentation we



8assumed g to be �nite dimensional. This is de�nitely not a necessary condition, one can easilysee that this framework can also be applied in the in�nite dimensional case. For more detailson this and some explicit examples we refer to [13]. Naturally, a De Rham complex on U(g)brings to surface the notion of cohomology. It would be very interesting to investigate thisDe Rham cohomology.References[1] S.L. Woronowicz (1989). Di�erential calculus on compact matrix pseudogroups (quan-tum groups). Comm. Math. Phys. 122, 125.[2] A. Connes (1986). Non-commutative di�erential geometry. Publ. Math. I.H.E.S. 62,257.[3] J. Wess and B. Zumino (1990). Covariant di�erential calculus on the quantum hyper-plane. Nucl. Phys. 188, 303-312.[4] G. Maltsiniotis (1990). Groupes quantiques et structures di�erentielles (Quantumgroups and di�erential structures). C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris S�er I. 311, 831-834.[5] M. Dubois-Violette, R. Kerner and J. Madore (1990). Noncommutative di�erentialgeometry of matrix algebras. J. Math. Phys. 31 (2), 316-322.[6] Yu.I. Manin (1991). Notes on quantum groups and quantum De Rham complexes.Preprint MPI/91-60, Bonn.[7] H.C. Baehr, A. Dimakis and F. M�uller-Hoissen (1994). Di�erential Calculi on Com-mutative Algebras. Preprint Max-Planck-Institut f�ur Physik, Munich.[8] V.G. Drinfel'd (1987). Quantum groups. Proceedings of the International Congres ofMathematicians, Berkeley, 1986. American Mathematical Society, Providence, RI,798-820.[9] G.M. Bergman (1978). The diamond lemma for ring theory. Adv Math. 29, 178-218.[10] E. Abe (1980). Hopf algebras. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.[11] N. Bourbaki (1972). �Elements de Math�ematique, Groupes et Alg�ebres de Lie, Ch. 2-3.Di�usion CCLS.[12] Yu.A. Bahturin, A.A. Mikhalev, V.M. Petrogradsky and M.V. Zaicev (1992). In�niteDimensional Lie Superalgebras. Walter de Gruyter, Berlin-New York.[13] R. Martini, P.H.M. Kersten and G.F. Post (1995). Di�erential Calculus on Univer-sal Enveloping Algebras of Lie Algebras. Memorandum 1261, University of Twente,Enschede.


